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This authoritative work defines the meaning and usage of 2,800 of the most-used terms in embedded systems in a way that serves technical and non-technical audiences alike. The primary definition is a concise statement of that term’s meaning tailored to the needs of less technical readers. Engineers, technical writers, and others will find ample expansion of each definition including:

	pronunciation
	abbreviations
	alternative terms
	cross references
	examples
	diagrams, schematics, and figures
	equations
	code listings
	tips for further reading
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Jack Ganssle has started and sold three electronics companies and developed over 100 embedded products. Jack writes the “Break Points” column for Embedded Systems Programming magazine.  He has authored two books: The Art of Programming Embedded Systems and The Art of Designing Embedded Systems.

Michael Barr is editor of Embedded Systems Programming magazine and founder of the Netrino Consultants Network. Embedded software he wrote helps run millions of devices around the world. Michael also wrote Programming Embedded Systems in C and C++ and is a lecturer at the University of Maryland.
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Testing Applications on the Web: Test Planning for Mobile and Internet-Based Systems, Second EditionJohn Wiley & Sons, 2003
A software testing survival guide to deliver winning Internet-based applications
Accessibility, reliability, availability, and security of Web applications on all types of platforms are key to winning business and customers. The technol-ogy continues to change at a fast pace, and savvy end-users are demanding products and services with fewer...
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Pragmatic Thinking and Learning: Refactor Your WetwarePragmatic Bookshelf, 2008

	
		Software development happens in your head. Not in an editor, IDE, or design tool. You're well educated on how to work with software and hardware, but what about wetware--our own brains? Learning new skills and new technology is critical to your career, and it's all in your head.

		

		In this book by Andy...
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Retailization: Brand Survival in the Age of Retailer PowerKogan Page, 2006
Presents an innovative and pragmatic step-by-step process to help businesses rethink their brand efforts around the retail strategies that best meet the needs of today's shoppers. Illustrates how brand power is inexorably being replaced by retailer power. Based on a two-year study conducted by AC Nielsen and BBDO Europe --the largest global study...
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Red Hat Enterprise Linux 5 Administration UnleashedSams Publishing, 2007
This comprehensive guide can help you administer Red Hat Enterprise Linux 5 effectively in any production environment, no matter how complex or challenging.
 

Long-time Red Hat insider Tammy Fox brings together today’s best practices for the entire system lifecycle, from planning and...
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Wireless Algorithms, Systems, and Applications: 6th International Conference, WASA 2011, ChengduSpringer, 2011

	This book constitutes the refereed proceedings of the 6th Annual International Conference on Wireless Algorithms, Systems, and Applications, WASA 2011, held in Chengdu, China, in August 2011. The 26 revised full papers and 13 invited papers presented were carefully reviewed and selected from numerous submissions. The papers address all...
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Rockwood and Green's Fractures in Adults: Rockwood, Green, and Wilkins' FracturesLippincott Williams & Wilkins, 2005

	
		Established worldwide as the "gold-standard" two-volume reference on fractures, Rockwood and Green's Fractures in Adults is now in its thoroughly revised, updated Sixth Edition. More than 80 of the world's foremost authorities provide comprehensive coverage of all bone and joint injuries, thoroughly discuss...
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